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About Me

• I’m a vulnerability researcher/pen tester for multiple customers

• I worked on the Ghidra Development Team for 8 years

• Graph Theory holds a special place in my heart

• I love Elixir, Clojure, FORTH, and many other fringe languages

• ...oh and I love me some Ruby too  =)



Objectives

• Take a tour of most of the ways to extend Ghidra

• Feel comfortable experimenting with the basics

• Get your feet wet with some more advanced features

• Gain insight into the ways to hook the internals



Outline

• Scripting

• Python Interpreter

• Eclipse Integration

• Ghidra Modules

• Low-level Hooks



Scripting



Scripting

• The easiest way to customize Ghidra’s behavior

• Includes a powerful collection of accessible methods

→ Survives major Ghidra version changes

• Allows deeper access to the full API if desired

→ API can change, but some operations only available here

• Powerful integration with GUI



Scripting ⇨ Script Manager

Overview

• Lets users organize and manage their collection of scripts
• Coordinates editing scripts with internal editor or Eclipse
• Places script actions in the CodeBrowser Tool



Scripting ⇨ Script Manager

Example scripts



Scripting ⇨ Script Manager

Java and Python Scripts

• Ghidra currently supports writing scripts in Java and Python

• Java has great integration with Eclipse

• Python is shorter to write and has an interpreter



Scripting ⇨ Java

What are Java Ghidra Scripts?

• Not really a “script”

• Compiled as a subclass of GhidraScript

• GhidraScript is a subclass of FlatProgramAPI

• Linked in to running instance of Ghidra dynamically



Scripting ⇨ Java

Let’s make a simple script

• Press the “new script” button:

• Then choose “Java” and directory:



Scripting ⇨ Java

Editing with the built-in editor

• Note that the editor is very rudimentary

• No code completion or suggestions or 

syntax highlighting or ...

• But, it works whether or not you have 

Eclipse



Scripting ⇨ Java

Script metadata

• Description - displays in table

• Author - for blaming people

• Category - organizes in tree

• Keybinding - key shortcut*

• Menupath - place in GUI menu*

• Toolbar - icon for CodeBrowser*
* only if “in tool” selected



Scripting ⇨ Java

FlatProgramAPI (and GhidraScript)

• Directly available instance methods and fields
• Easy to find
• Never changes (almost)
• Abstracts understanding of underlying object model
• Not object-oriented
• FlatProgramAPI available to scripts, analyzers, wherever
• GhidraScript only available to scripts and interpreters



Scripting ⇨ Java

FlatProgramAPI example

Symbol createLabel(Address address, String name, boolean makePrimary)

passthrough

implementation



Scripting ⇨ Java

Internal Program API

• Strong object model
• Organized into many managers
→ Listing
→ Memory
→ FunctionManager
→ DataTypeManager
→ SymbolTable
→ ReferenceManager
→ BookmarkManager
→ ProgramUserData
→ EquateTable



Scripting ⇨ Java

Ledger demo script metadata

...added meaningful values to description, author, category, 
keybinding, menupath, and toolbar



Scripting ⇨ Script Manager (!)

Ledger demo script GUI integration

Get great integration in Script Manager and CodeBrowser:

* only when you select “In Tool”

*

*

*



Scripting ⇨ Java

Ledger demo script body



Scripting ⇨ Java

Ledger demo script results



Scripting ⇨ Java

GhidraScript       vs.   Object model



Scripting ⇨ Java

Hidden gem

If you’re doing wacky disassembling and fix-ups in your script...



Scripting ⇨ Python

Why Python?

• Inherit the same environment as a GhidraScript

• Have fantastic integration with Java because of Jython

• In most cases, reduce wordiness of scripts by a lot

• Because, well, Python!



Scripting ⇨ Python

Ledger.py



Python Interpreter



Python Interpreter (Console, REPL)

• A fantastic force multiplier during interactive sessions

• Has same environment as a Ghidra or Python script

• But with fantastic autocompletion!

• ...and up-arrow command history!

• ...and help(Java-thing) function that gives you Javadoc!



Python Interpreter ⇨ Basics

Press TAB for completion



Python Interpreter ⇨ Basics

Using help(...)



Python Interpreter ⇨ Custom Datatypes

It’s easy to make a datatype dynamically

Just use the StructureDataType or UnionDataType factories and add 
your components:



Python Interpreter ⇨ Custom Datatypes

Then use createData to lay it down



Python Interpreter ⇨ Customization

We want to use some helper methods
Let’s define these methods in an editor...



Python Interpreter ⇨ Customization

...and then paste them in the window.
But this doesn’t work properly:



Python Interpreter ⇨ Customization

Pasting doesn’t work

• The newlines don’t get recognized as statement separators

• Why would you want to paste in a corpus of functions?

• What happens as your collection grows and grows?

• We want a startup script!



Python Interpreter ⇨ Customization

Let’s hack in a startup script

We’re going to change the Ghidra launcher (ghidraRun) to ensure 

we have a deterministic current working directory, and put a Python 

startup script in there that we can load with one easy command in the 

interpreter.



Python Interpreter ⇨ Customization

Change the working directory of the launcher
add  cd "${SCRIPT_DIR}" && before launch:



Python Interpreter ⇨ Customization

Use execfile FTW

execfile(‘init.py’) and then customize away:



Eclipse Integration



Eclipse Integration

• Getting started with Ghidra scripting is a snap with auto-complete

• Opens the door to writing more complex customizations:  Modules

• Allows you to start Ghidra from Eclipse and debug it



Eclipse Integration ⇨ Setup

Click the Eclipse icon in the Script Manager



Eclipse Integration ⇨ Setup

The first time you run

If Eclipse has not been set up for Ghidra yet, you’ll get a dialog asking 
you to configure it; click “Yes”...



Eclipse Integration ⇨ Setup

Configure the installation directory

Click on the ellipsis to choose the location of the eclipse executable...



Eclipse Integration ⇨ Setup

Remember where MacOS hides the binary...

If you’re on MacOS, your installation directory will look like this:



Eclipse Integration ⇨ Editing

Click the Eclipse icon in the Script Manager



Eclipse Integration ⇨ Editing

Create the GhidraScripts project

The first time you use the Eclipse workspace, it won’t be able to find 
the script in any project.  Click “OK” to create such a project, and 
Ghidra’s Eclipse integration will configure one automatically for you:



Eclipse Integration ⇨ Editing

Choose the name and workspace location





Ghidra Modules



Ghidra Modules (also called Extensions)

• Heavy-weight Java projects

• Extensive access into internals of Ghidra

• Ability to create new integrated docking GUI components

• Create easily delivered and installed packages

• Used to be called “contribs”



Ghidra Modules ⇨ Creating

Let’s create a sample Module project

Select the File ⇨ New ⇨ Project… action



Ghidra Modules ⇨ Creating

Choose Ghidra Module Project



Ghidra Modules ⇨ Creating

Enter a name and workspace directory



Ghidra Modules ⇨ Creating

We’ll select all the module templates



Ghidra Modules ⇨ Creating

Choose the proper Ghidra directory
Tied to this 
Ghidra 
Version!



Ghidra Modules ⇨ Creating

Enable Python if you would like



Ghidra Modules ⇨ Creating

Resulting project layout



Ghidra Modules ⇨ Creating (Developing/Testing)

Launch Ghidra from within Eclipse



Ghidra Modules ⇨ Creating

Sample Module templates provided:

• Analyzer

• Plugin

• Loader

• FileSystem

• Exporter



Analyzers



Ghidra Modules ⇨ Analyzers

Overview

• Operates on a single program

• Very fine grained control over when it runs

• No GhidraScript methods, but you can use FlatProgramAPI!  Just 
instantiate one with your program and the task monitor

• Integrates seamlessly into the existing analysis framework



Ghidra Modules ⇨ Analyzers

Types of Analyzers

* note that all analyzer types can support one-shot mode



Ghidra Modules ⇨ Analyzers

Constructor, getDefaultEnablement



Ghidra Modules ⇨ Analyzers

canAnalyze, registerOptions



Ghidra Modules ⇨ Analyzers

added (perform the analysis)



Ghidra Modules ⇨ Analyzers

How do we know it’s there?



Plugins



Ghidra Modules ⇨ Plugins

Overview

• Plugins allow access to the GUI and event notification systems

• Ideas:

→ You could possibly integrate a graphing service for visualizing code blocks...

→ Or a space-curve display of byte ranges in the binary...

→ Or even link Ghidra with another SRE tool to keep them synchronized!

• The possibilities are endless



Ghidra Modules ⇨ Plugins

Read the sample source code

• The sample creates an empty dockable panel with an action

• The action opens a modal dialog with a graphic and text

• This presentation omits the source to the sample plugin for brevity

• But when you launch Ghidra, where is the plugin?



Ghidra Modules ⇨ Plugins

Configure All Plugins to enable the Plugin



Ghidra Modules ⇨ Plugins

Enable the “Installation Status” checkbox



Ghidra Modules ⇨ Plugins

The Docking window will appear, with action



Ghidra Modules ⇨ Plugins

And the sample plugin works!



Loaders



Ghidra Modules ⇨ Loaders

Overview

• Loaders are responsible for importing binary code into 

Ghidra...think PE, ELF, COFF, Mach-O, etc.

• They examine a file and determine if they can load it

• Then when the user selects a particular loader, it performs the load

• The implementation details are beyond this presentation, but let’s 

look at the two most important methods in a Loader 



Ghidra Modules ⇨ Loaders

findSupportedLoadSpecs

• Examines the file (using ByteProvider argument), returns LoadSpecs



Ghidra Modules ⇨ Loaders

A note on LoadSpecs



Ghidra Modules ⇨ Loaders

load

• Does all the hard work: creates memory blocks, puts bytes in them, 

makes symbols, lays down data structures, makes references, etc.



FileSystems



Ghidra Modules ⇨ FileSystems

Overview

• FileSystems are containers of file-like objects

• FileSystems can contain other FileSystems

• Examples:  tar, zip, APK, IPA

• If you have a specialized embedded binary delivery format, you 

could write your own implementation of FileSystem to open and 

extract its contents



Ghidra Modules ⇨ FileSystems

Examples

• FileSystems are so complex we’re not going to look at any code here

• Read the sample source code!  The sample FileSystem that’s created 

for you has a lot of great information to guide you in the right 

direction

• Also look at ZipFileSystem; it’s a good example of an adapter class 

between the FileSystem API and the implementation library



Exporters



Ghidra Modules ⇨ Exporters

Overview

• Exporters save parts of a Ghidra program externally

• Has access to all parts of the program database

• Only has one File object to store data into



Ghidra Modules ⇨ Exporters

Constructor, getOptions, setOptions



Ghidra Modules ⇨ Exporters

export



Ghidra Modules ⇨ Exporters

Using the exporter



Packaging



Ghidra Modules ⇨ Packaging

Creating an installable package

Choose
File ⇨ Export...



Ghidra Modules ⇨ Packaging

Select Ghidra Module Extension



Ghidra Modules ⇨ Packaging

Select the module project to package



Ghidra Modules ⇨ Packaging

Leave the Gradle installation options as is



Ghidra Modules ⇨ Packaging

Press finish and wait for the result...

The Eclipse Console will scroll as the Gradle build progresses.

Eventually it will show you the result...an installable ZIP file:



Installation



Ghidra Modules ⇨ Installation

Copy the ZIP file

It’s important to copy the installation ZIP file to the correct place.  To 
follow this presentation’s directory layout, the correct command would 
be:

cp

~/eclipse-workspace/SampleModule/dist/

   ghidra_9.0.4_PUBLIC_20190926_SampleModule.zip

~/ghidra_9.0.4/Extensions/Ghidra/



Ghidra Modules ⇨ Installation

Choose Install Extensions from front end...



Ghidra Modules ⇨ Installation

Then select the module, press OK



Ghidra Modules ⇨ Installation

Restart Ghidra



Ghidra Modules ⇨ Installation

Upon opening a Tool, configure new Plugin...



Ghidra Modules ⇨ Installation

Select the checkbox to enable the Plugin



Ghidra Modules ⇨ Installation

Note the plugin is in the Window menu:



Low-Level Hooks



Low-Level Hooks

• Looking into the heart of the extensible system

• Almost everything you need to do can be done without resorting to 

using these

• If you are messing around with these (successfully), you should 

apply to work on the Ghidra team



Low-Level Hooks  ⇨ ModuleInitializer

Primordial beginnings of the application



Low-Level Hooks  ⇨ ModuleInitializer

Register Services...



Low-Level Hooks  ⇨ ModuleInitializer

Clean up from last run...



Low-Level Hooks  ⇨ ExtensionPoint

Overview

• Almost all components in Ghidra are extensible

• ClassSearcher will dynamically find and load ExtensionPoints

• Extensions.manifest file must include name suffix for classes to load

• Very rare to need to create new ExtensionPoint



Low-Level Hooks  ⇨ ExtensionPoint

Marker class...huge class hierarchy:



Thank You!



Questions?



Contact Me
Email: mike.bell@fortegollc.com

Twitter: @ArrrCaptain

Fortego: https://fortegollc.com/ 

Resources
Ghidra: https://ghidra-sre.org/

https://github.com/NationalSecurityAgency/ghidra

mailto:mike.bell@fortegollc.com
https://fortegollc.com/
https://ghidra-sre.org/
https://github.com/NationalSecurityAgency/ghidra

